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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   

 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Latest trends in ADHD drug prescribing patterns in children in the 
UK : Prevalence, incidence and persistence 

AUTHORS Beau Lejdstrom, raphaelle; Douglas, Ian; Evans, Stephen; Smeeth, 
Liam 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Dr Suzanne McCarthy 
University College Cork, Ireland 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-Nov-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors present a well performed analysis on an important topic, 
that of the prescribing of medications in ADHD. There have been 
concerns that the increasing prevalence in prescribing may 
represent over-prescribing/over-use of these medicines and so it is 
important to conduct research into the prescribing patterns of these 
drugs over time.  
Introduction: clear overview of the background to this topic  
Methods: Did the authors consider diagnosis relating to the use of 
these drugs?  
Could the authors clarify the information relating to persistence of 
treatment? How did they deal with overlapping prescriptions? Did 
they look at only first treatment episodes/did they consider those 
restarting treatment?  
The authors do not refer to ethics associated with this study.  
Discussion: The authors provide information on other studies. 
Having looked at the literature in this area, they do not include 
research conducted up to 2008 on ADHD treatment in the UK 
(McCarthy et al). 

 

REVIEWER Dr. Robert Schlack 
Robert Koch Institute  
Department of Epidemiologiy and Health Monitoring  
General-Pape-Straße 62  
12621 Berlin  
Germany 

REVIEW RETURNED 27-Nov-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This study presents time trends in prevalence and incidence as well 
as persistence of ADHD medication prescription in the UK, based on 
a large data set of the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CRPD), 
which provides high quality data of over 5 million active patients. 
Evidence for the soundness of the database in terms of data quality, 
validity, population coverage and representativeness is cited. The 
study under review relies on data of 14,748 minor patients under 
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age 16 that received at least one prescription of an ADHD drug 
between Jan 1st 1992 (because of low figures between 1992 and 
1995 de facto beginning in 1995) and Dec 31st 2013. 
Methylphenidate accounted 94% of the prescriptions, followed by 
atomoxetine, dexamphetamine and−negligibly−modafinil ,The 
results show a 34-fold increase in the prevalence of ADHD drug 
prescription in 2013 compared to 1995, and a 9-fold increase in both 
boys and girls, whereas in boys, incidence rates were more than 
four times higher than in girls. Both increases in prevalence and 
incidence were mainly driven by methylphenidate. Remarkably, the 
data show an increase in ADHD medication prescription in the UK 
between 1995 and 2008 and then remain−by and large−stable on a 
high level. Approximately 4% of the study subjects received ADHD 
drug prescription below age 6. As to persistence of ADHD 
medication, at one year, 77% and after 2 years, 60% of drug using 
children were still taking ADHD drugs. The probability of stopping 
ADHD drug treatment within 6 years was higher in older (11-15 
years) than in younger (6-10 years) children.  
 
I think this is a well-conducted, well-written study on a highly 
relevant topic, in particular, because recent data on ADHD 
medication use is rare, based on a sound dataset. I generally 
endorse publication although I have some points to make:  
 
• The term “epidemic” (in title and text) appears somewhat 
inappropriate to me, on the one hand because it sounds alarmistic 
and on the other because it is terminologically associated with 
disease outbreak (by force of nature), while medication, in contrast, 
might at best be used to fight an epidemic. Maybe the authors might 
wish to reformulate the title.  
 
• Also, I think the title could reflect more precisely what the article is 
about (it is not only about prevalence but also about incidence and 
persistence of ADHD drug prescription).  
 
• P9, line 16-21: The phrase: “These were chosen (…).” appears 
fragmentary to me. Please add missing part or rephrase.  
 
• Throughout the manuscript: Please add hyphens (34-fold, 9-fold 
etc.)  
 
• P12, line 49: a period missing at “vs.”  
 
• P12, line 51-53: I guess, the cited figure “0.9%” refers to Knopf et 
al. (2012) and not to UK?  
 
• P14, line 39-49: Please cite a reference for the clinical practice 
guidelines from the AAP.  
 
• P17, Table 1: I think, all percentages should consistently be given 
with one decimal place.  
 
• P18, Figure 1: In the table below figure 1, please add in line 2 
“10,000” in column 2, 3, and 6.  
 
• P18, Figure 1: Additionally: please label what is presented in the 
columns (i.e. % [95% CI])  
 
• P18, Figure 1: For years 1998 to 2013, please add the upper 
confidence limit.  
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• P22: Reference No. 7: Please add year of release.  
 
• P22: In the text the authors indicate the use of Release 13 of Stata 
Software, however they reference Release 11.  
 
• P23, Reference 32: Please indicate date of access.  
 
• One important limitation of the study, the fact that the study issues 
prescribing form general practitioners and not dispensation or 
consumption by the patient, is currently indicated only on p5 
underneath the abstract. This limitation should definitely be 
mentioned in the Limitations section at the end of the article, too.  
 
• In addition, if the data relies exclusively on GP prescriptions: what 
about prescriptions from hospitals and specialists (child 
psychiatrists, pediatricians) 

 

REVIEWER Chris Hollis 
University of Nottingham  
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 01-Dec-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an excellent, clearly written and well designed paper. This 
analysis of secular trends in ADHD prescribing is based on CPRD 
primary care data from 1995 to 2013. It goes beyond most standard 
pharmaco-epidemiological analyses of secular trends in prescribing 
prevalence to consider treatment persistence, prescribing incidence 
and analyses of these trends by age bands and gender. The authors 
also provide important international comparisons. Overall, the 
findings are extremely interesting and important.  
 
The main finding is that after a consistent year on year rise since 
1995, there has been a leveling off in prescribing incidence of ADHD 
medications from around 2007-8 to 2013. The reasons for this 
change is not clear from the analysis and may be mirrored in other 
countries. The authors suggest that the 2008 NICE Guidance may 
have been on contributory factor in recommending relatively 
stringent criteria for prescribing. However, the data suggest that 
prescribing incidence may have already started to level off before 
the NICE Guidance was published. Current UK prescribing 
prevalence at around 50 per 10,000 remains lower than most 
European countries (other than France) and 10 times lower than the 
US. Prescribing persistence is relative high (around 75% at one 
year) in the UK, but declines in adolescence. Interestingly, the rate 
of rise in prescribing has been similar in boys and girls.  
 
I have a few relatively minor suggestions:  
1. p. 3 ln 15: typo - 'folds' should be 'fold'  
2. p. 7 ln 9: it would be more accurate to describe ADHD as a 
'neurodevelopmental' rather than a 'behavioural' disorder  
3. p. 9 introduction: it would be helpful to mention here that the NICE 
Guideline (2008) recommends 3 medications: methylphenidate, 
atomoxetine and dexamphetamine. Only these medications have 
marketing authorisation for use in children for ADHD. Given this 
background, I'm not clear why the authors also included modafinil in 
their analysis as it's used very rarely, doesn't have marketing 
authorization or NICE recommendation. The authors should justify 
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their choice of medications (p.8 ln 28): What is the evidence that 
modafinil is 'indicated for treatment of ADHD'?  
4. p. 9 ln 16. the term 'off-label' would be better than 'unlabelled'  
5. p. 15 ln 56. 'off-label' prescribing rather than 'off-license' - for 
consistency with BNF definitions.  
6. p. 15 ln 45: limitations. The database excludes prescribing for 
ADHD exclusively in secondary care (CAMHS and paediatrics). 
While the authors discuss this in terms of data on treatment 
persistence- how might this affect prevalence and incidence data? 
Have any validation checks been made to see what proportion of 
overall ADHD prescribing is recorded in the CPRD and if any 
recording bias may occur (e.g. exclusions of very severe, co-morbid 
or very young or older cases)? 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1:  

The authors present a well performed analysis on an important topic, that of the prescribing of 

medications in ADHD. There have been concerns that the increasing prevalence in prescribing may 

represent over-prescribing/over-use of these medicines and so it is important to conduct research into 

the prescribing patterns of these drugs over time.  

Introduction: clear overview of the background to this topic  

Methods: Did the authors consider diagnosis relating to the use of these drugs?  

 

All children with an ADHD prescription were included in the analysis regardless of their records of 

ADHD diagnosis. ADHD diagnosis has never been validated in the CPRD and we suspect the 

recording of ADHD may be mainly driven by patients seeking prescriptions. In addition, ADHD records 

may be have occurred before the entry in the practice or doctors may have simply forgotten to enter 

the diagnosis. We did not think that restricting the analysis to children with a record would not have 

lead us to select children with ADHD over children who do not have ADHD and our main focus was 

ADHD drug users regardless of their disease status  

 

Could the authors clarify the information relating to persistence of treatment? How did they deal with 

overlapping prescriptions? Did they look at only first treatment episodes/did they consider those 

restarting treatment?  

 

In order to avoid a complex analysis of overlapping periods we defined persistence as time from 

initiation (first prescription in the CPRD) to first discontinuation of therapy. We defined “first 

discontinuation” as the first gap of more than 90 days between the date of a prescription (+30 days) to 

the start of the next prescription. Most of the prescriptions issued in the UK for these medication had a 

30 days length supply. If there was a lot of overlapping, our method would have tended to 

underestimate persistence. However, we can see that persistence observed is already quite high 

despite that (see comment on p16).  

We have clarified the methods section on persistence as follow page 9:  

“We also estimated persistence, defined as “the duration of time from initiation to discontinuation of 

therapy” according to Cramer et al. (reference 15). We therefore measured persistence considering 

first prescription to first discontinuation for each patient. First discontinuation of therapy was defined 

as the first gap of at least 90 days with continuous registration in the CPRD between the end of a 

prescription supply (approximated by the date of last prescription + 30 days) and the next 

prescription.”  

 

The authors do not refer to ethics associated with this study.  

Ethics: A statement was included on page 4.  

Discussion: The authors provide information on other studies. Having looked at the literature in this 
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area, they do not include research conducted up to 2008 on ADHD treatment in the UK (McCarthy et 

al).  

 

We apologise for this omission and have now included this reference  

 

Reviewer 2:  

 

This study presents time trends in prevalence and incidence as well as persistence of ADHD 

medication prescription in the UK, based on a large data set of the Clinical Practice Research 

Datalink (CRPD), which provides high quality data of over 5 million active patients. Evidence for the 

soundness of the database in terms of data quality, validity, population coverage and 

representativeness is cited. The study under review relies on data of 14,748 minor patients under age 

16 that received at least one prescription of an ADHD drug between Jan 1st 1992 (because of low 

figures between 1992 and 1995 de facto beginning in 1995) and Dec 31st 2013. Methylphenidate 

accounted 94% of the prescriptions, followed by atomoxetine, dexamphetamine 

and*negligibly*modafinil ,The results show a 34-fold increase in the prevalence of ADHD drug 

prescription in 2013 compared to 1995, and a 9-fold increase in both boys and girls, whereas in boys, 

incidence rates were more than four times higher than in girls. Both increases in prevalence and 

incidence were mainly driven by methylphenidate. Remarkably, the data show an increase in ADHD 

medication prescription in the UK between 1995 and 2008 and then remain*by and large*stable on a 

high level. Approximately 4% of the study subjects received ADHD drug prescription below age 6. As 

to persistence of ADHD medication, at one year, 77% and after 2 years, 60% of drug using children 

were still taking ADHD drugs. The probability of stopping ADHD drug treatment within 6 years was 

higher in older (11-15 years) than in younger (6-10 years) children.  

 

I think this is a well-conducted, well-written study on a highly relevant topic, in particular, because 

recent data on ADHD medication use is rare, based on a sound dataset. I generally endorse 

publication although I have some points to make:  

 

• The term “epidemic” (in title and text) appears somewhat inappropriate to me, on the one hand 

because it sounds alarmistic and on the other because it is terminologically associated with disease 

outbreak (by force of nature), while medication, in contrast, might at best be used to fight an epidemic. 

Maybe the authors might wish to reformulate the title.  

 

• Also, I think the title could reflect more precisely what the article is about (it is not only about 

prevalence but also about incidence and persistence of ADHD drug prescription).  

 

The title was changed into: Latest trends in ADHD drug prescribing patterns in children in the UK: 

Prevalence, incidence and persistence  

• P9, line 16-21: The phrase: “These were chosen (…).” appears fragmentary to me. Please add 

missing part or rephrase.  

 

P9 line 16. The sentence was changed to “These were chosen to distinguish early use (often 

unlabelled use under 6 years for atomoxetine and methylphenidate and under 3 years for 

dexamphetamine), child use (6-10 years) and early or pre-adolescent use (11-15 years).”  

 

• Throughout the manuscript: Please add hyphens (34-fold, 9-fold etc.) Thank you, now corrected.  

 

• P12, line 49: a period missing at “vs.” Thank you, now corrected.  

 

• P12, line 51-53: I guess, the cited figure “0.9%” refers to Knopf et al. (2012) and not to UK? Thank 

you, now corrected.  
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• P14, line 39-49: Please cite a reference for the clinical practice guidelines from the AAP.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P17, Table 1: I think, all percentages should consistently be given with one decimal place. Thank 

you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P18, Figure 1: In the table below figure 1, please add in line 2 “10,000” in column 2, 3, and 6. Thank 

you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P18, Figure 1: Additionally: please label what is presented in the columns (i.e. % [95% CI]) Thank 

you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P18, Figure 1: For years 1998 to 2013, please add the upper confidence limit.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P22: Reference No. 7: Please add year of release.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

 

• P22: In the text the authors indicate the use of Release 13 of Stata Software, however they 

reference Release 11.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

• P23, Reference 32: Please indicate date of access.  

Thank you, now corrected to reference 34  

 

• One important limitation of the study, the fact that the study issues prescribing form general 

practitioners and not dispensation or consumption by the patient, is currently indicated only on p5 

underneath the abstract. This limitation should definitely be mentioned in the Limitations section at the 

end of the article, too.  

Thank you. We have now added the following comment at the bottom of p15:  

“First, the CPRD only registers prescriptions issued by the general practitioners and not actual drug 

dispensation or consumption by the patient. However, our intention was to report trends in prescribing 

patterns, and additionally the extensive repeat prescribing we saw suggests consumption.”  

 

• In addition, if the data relies exclusively on GP prescriptions: what about prescriptions from hospitals 

and specialists (child psychiatrists, pediatricians)  

See comment on top of p16 regarding prescriptions from specialists and paediatricians (paragraph 

above the conclusions)  

 

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name: Chris Hollis  

Institution and Country: University of Nottingham, United Kingdom  
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Please leave your comments for the authors below  

 

I have a few relatively minor suggestions:  

1. p. 3 ln 15: typo - 'folds' should be 'fold' this has been erased.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

2. p. 7 ln 9: it would be more accurate to describe ADHD as a 'neurodevelopmental' rather than a 

'behavioural' disorder  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

3. p. 9 introduction: it would be helpful to mention here that the NICE Guideline (2008) recommends 3 

medications: methylphenidate, atomoxetine and dexamphetamine. Only these medications have 

marketing authorisation for use in children for ADHD. Given this background, I'm not clear why the 

authors also included modafinil in their analysis as it's used very rarely, doesn't have marketing 

authorization or NICE recommendation. The authors should justify their choice of medications (p.8 ln 

28): What is the evidence that modafinil is 'indicated for treatment of ADHD'?  

Thank you for mentioning this point. Our analysis was planned before the issue of the guidelines in 

2008 and we had decided to include all medications from Chapter 4.4 of the BNF “CNS stimulants 

and drugs used for attention deficit disorder”. The method section was corrected following your 

comment:  

“Drugs of interest are those included in the British National Formulary chapter 4.4 “CNS stimulants 

and drugs used for attention deficit disorder”indicated for treatment of ADHD in the UK: 

Methylphenidate (methylphenidate “immediate release”” and methylphenidate “extended release”), 

atomoxetine, dexamphetamine and modafinil.”  

 

4. p. 9 ln 16. the term 'off-label' would be better than 'unlabelled'  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

5. p. 15 ln 56. 'off-label' prescribing rather than 'off-license' - for consistency with BNF definitions.  

Thank you, now corrected.  

 

6. p. 15 ln 45: limitations. The database excludes prescribing for ADHD exclusively in secondary care 

(CAMHS and paediatrics). While the authors discuss this in terms of data on treatment persistence- 

how might this affect prevalence and incidence data?  

 

Please see our new comment p16 (paragraph above conclusions) acknowledging that prescriptions 

issued from secondary care could have underestimated persistence which is already quite high.  

 

Have any validation checks been made to see what proportion of overall ADHD prescribing is 

recorded in the CPRD and if any recording bias may occur (e.g. exclusions of very severe, co-morbid 

or very young or older cases)?  

 

No study ever validated the ADHD diagnosis in the CPRD database previously and this could be a 

whole study in itself. As mentioned to reviewer 1, we suspect that the recording of diagnosis of ADHD 

in the CPRD is mainly driven by the fact that these patients are seeking prescriptions. We therefore 

chose not to restrict our analysis to patients with ADHD records in the database and focussed on 

describing ADHD drug users. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Suzanne McCarthy 
University College Cork, Ireland 

REVIEW RETURNED 06-Jan-2016 
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GENERAL COMMENTS No further comments. Previous comments have been addressed 
appropriately.  

 

REVIEWER Dr. Robert Schlack 
Robert Koch Institute  
Department of Epidemiology and Health Monitoring  
12101 Berlin  
Germany 

REVIEW RETURNED 21-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have found all my comments properly being adressed. Still, 
however, I found some formal inattentiveness as to, for example, 
missing blanks when indicating CIs in the abstract. Also, please add 
"(95% CI)" in the headings of the tables underneath the figures 2 
and 3, too. Then, please check carefully for typos in the revisions 
made. There are some, e.g. always write "General Practioner" with 
uppercase, or (p. 16, line 51) "Acknowledgements" instead of 
"Aknowlegements" and some more.   

 

REVIEWER Professor Chris Hollis 
University of Nottingham  
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Jan-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The revised manuscript is significantly improved and the authors 
have responded satisfactorily to the issues raised by the reviewers.  
 
In my view, the paper is now ready for publication subject to a few 
minor corrections:  
1. P.6 ln26: 'off-labelled' should read 'off-label'  
2. P. 13 ln 20-22. I suggest the following change to the text to 
indicate that the CPRD doesn't include secondary care prescribing: 
'First, the CPRD only registers prescriptions issued by general 
practitioners and not actual drug dispensation or consumption by the 
patient, nor does it register prescriptions issued in secondary care 
by child psychiatrists and paediatricians'.  
3. P. 30 ln 50-57. My point here also concerns the 
representativeness of the CPRD with respect to total UK ADHD drug 
prescribing which also includes secondary care. I suggest the 
following change to the text to capture this point: 'In the UK, 
specialists initiate ADHD prescriptions and continued prescribing 
and monitoring is typically performed under shared-care 
arrangements by general practitioners as recommended by NICE 
(NICE, 2008). As compliance was not assessed, it is also possible 
that children’s prescriptions may have lasted longer. It is therefore 
possible that both incidence and persistence were underestimated'.   

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Comments for Reviewer Dr. Robert Schlack: 
 
Thank you for identifying these. We corrected the manuscript accordingly. The manuscript was then 
reviewed by the other three authors to check for misspellings and inappropriate blanks. We 
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addressed all mistakes found.  
 
 
Comments for Reviewer Professor Chris Hollis:  
Thank you for your suggestions which were included in the draft as advised. 
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